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In 1932, 86 years ago now, the Kinder Scout Mass Trespass took place. 
  Several hundred people walked up Kinder (pictured) from either side, demanding open access. On the plateau 
edges they faced massed ranks of gamekeepers—and the police. They walked on, scuffles took place, but they 
achieved their objective of meeting each other in the middle of the moorland tops. Six leading protesters were 
jailed! But it was not long before the resulting country-wide furore led to their early release, and the rambling 
movement was born. The Ramblers Association was founded soon afterwards. 
  Long years of slow progress, setbacks, and conflicts followed; only punctuated by World War Two. Eventually, 
gradually, countryside planning and environmental legislation was introduced; as government, at all levels, 
recognised the increasing pressures from the Ramblers, other national and local organisations, and the general 
public, for access to a national network of paths and ways for leisure, enjoyment and health (and, most recently, 
for wider open land access). However, many hurdles remained, at more regional and local levels; as councils, 
landowners, farmers, walkers, riders and cyclists all felt their way forward. 
  Alongside progress, although the various government agencies and interest groups slowly learnt to talk to and 
trust each other more, there were and still are the recalcitrant few, on all sides, who could not and cannot 
understand that it is better to work together rather than fight against each other—whether it is a farmer who 
refuses to keep clear a path across an arable field, a landowner or tenant who refuses to negotiate a consensus on 
a legal issue or Order, or a veteran campaigner in Ramblers or the British Horse Society which still considers 
landowners and farmers, and councils too, as ‘the enemy’. 
  Now, surely, it is cooperation and partnership which has to be the order of the day, which does not mean that 
Ramblers should not remain firm (as well as fair), and stand our ground when we have to. As a statutory 
consultee it is up to the Ramblers to represent the whole walking community, and generally we do it well; and 
we also have the important responsibility under our own constitution to do all we can to help maintain, protect 
and improve the Public Paths and Ways network. 
  Volunteers and staffers work very hard, mostly un-noticed in the background, day in day out, all over the 
country, to carry out this responsibility—not least in our own Area; and by and large things do get done, and 
progress is made, despite all the constraints which limit what both volunteers and councils are able to undertake 
and achieve. And by and large, the various parties get along these days, albeit with a few bumps along the way; 
but sadly there are still pockets of resistance, on all sides. 
  In South Hertfordshire, around Willows Farm and Lakes on the Tyttenhanger Estate, an eight-year partnership 
between the lead tenant representing the landowner on one side and Ramblers on the other, supported by the 
Rights of Way Service at Hertfordshire County Council, has been working on the Tyttenhanger Rights of Way 
Improvements Project. This has finally resolved the two large-scale decades-old total blockages, agreed some 
improvements by diversions, tidied up some definitive map anomalies, and, equally importantly, created several 
new public rights of way, either completely new or by converting some permissive paths and ways. An essential 
element of the Project was the extensive and lengthy liaison and consultations which took place—with 
colleagues, councils, organisations and individuals. 
  This is perhaps one of the most complex such projects Ramblers has undertaken, not in scale perhaps, but 
certainly in difficulty. The last time an attempt was made to sort all this out, in 2001, it ended in the Court of 
Appeal—in expensive failure!  This time we believed we had every chance of success, and finally it has 
happened—with not one single objection during the required public advertisement period; and this was only 
because of the partnership, council support, and consultations which were all an integral part of the Project. 
  So, here we are in 2018, 86 years on from the Kinder Mass Trespass—and now, and into the future; is 
maintaining, protecting and improving the Rights of Way network best done by conflict—or cooperation? 

  
 
 
 


